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FROM THE
EDITOR
ANDREW MILLER
Talking therapy is a strange business: two people engage in
conversation for X minutes once a week (or more; or less) in the
same place (or not) with a few rules and possibly an exchange of
money, overlooked by a feudal infrastructure of training and
apprenticeship, supervisors, accrediting societies, institutional
agendas, conceptual and ethical frameworks, a quango regulator, and
quite possibly the Queen or even God on top.
When it comes to this level of policing and professionalizing the
act of two adults having a conversation they both agree to, I wonder
if we really are going mad?
As your eyebrows shoot up with thoughts of the risks, complaints
and tut-tutting in the standards committee, let me just add – I hereby
recommit to all the ethical pie and regulatory ice cream of our
profession. Boy Scout’s honour. God save the Queen! But with my
oath of allegiance out of the way: Really? We
really don’t think there’s something odd going on
with all this baroque intellectual and regulatory
architecture?
Personally, I catch a whiff of absurdity now
and again as a wave of vertigo, often as I’m on the
cusp of another session (or worse, in the middle).
It’s as if I’ve just woken up from a dream and am
unsure if the early morning light and inexplicable
emotions are ‘real’ or just a queasy continuation of
a midnight drama.

narrative becomes a kind of background buzz, the client becomes an
extra-terrestrial, and I start to sink below the dimpled surface of any
meaning the words ‘therapist’, ‘client’ or ‘session’ might have.
Luckily, a bit of dirt on the floor, the feeling of my chair beneath me,
or the sight of an expectant tissue poking out of its box, have so far
saved me from drowning. I float once more upon meaning, buoyed up
in an inflatable ring of the tangible and particular.
And it occurs to me that some of the weirdness is not what ‘this’
is, but also what ‘this’ is not. It is not everyday. It is not asking where
you put the electricity bill. It is not the smell of a car or train carriage.
It is not checking the sky for signs of rain.
And with my client it is therefore so much ‘not-relating’. We will
not swim or cook sausages or have a pint together. We will not meet
after work or share recipes or compare our heights by standing back
to back in our socks. I will not remind them to
bring their phone charger. They will not pass the
salt.
And this is the Real madness: we will not be
fully human together. (Oh, yes we will, you may
insist! Oh no we won’t, I reply!) Overseen by God
and the Queen and existential-phenomenological
ideals, we will do our best to be ‘ourselves’, to be
the ‘I’ to their ‘Thou’ or even be the ‘We’ to our
‘We’. But we will fail. No socks. No sausages. No
HER M A JE ST Y:
salt. We are not we, we are them: ‘therapist’ and
KEEPIN’ IT RE AL
client’.
This is a good thing one could argue – it’s part
of therapeutic boundaries and ethical beneficence and professional
good practice. Yes. But when I’m not quite awake or not quite asleep,
I come to feel that it’s truly, deeply barking mad too.
If you’re wondering if in fact it is I who am losing my senses –
maybe you’re right. I need more supervision! More therapy! Pile on
more of the same!
But I don’t think I am unhinged yet. No, I just fall asleep some
times and dream that this language, these roles, this moment make
absolutely no sense at all.
Or do I wake up?
Whichever it is, you can now paddle away from absurdity simply
by turning the page – from Shakespeare to New York hotel rooms,
from befindlichkeit to premature speculation, there’s bound to be
something in here that brings you a whiff of the real.

I’m about to see a ‘client’. I will listen
to them. They may pay me. We will do it
all over again next week. I will hear and say
amazing, touching, dull, tragic, ridiculous, serious,
silly, practical, painful, joyful, mundane things. I will
feel good. I will feel crap. I won’t feel anything. I will
wonder what they are thinking and feeling. I may ask,
and they may tell me. I will talk about all of this with
a ‘supervisor’. After repeating this a few, several,
many times, it will end and that will be that. Quite
what ‘that’ will be isn’t clear, and differs for me and
the client. But it will always be ‘that’. And then we
will all eventually die. And that really will be that.
And then the craving for something ‘real’, like the first cup of
coffee in the morning, kicks in and on I go – open the door, say hello,
sit down, nod wisely. I’ve ‘woken up’. Yes! I really am a ‘therapist’, I
am not dreaming! The Queen save God!
If this fit of absurdity happens mid-session, I am thrown – the

Andrew Miller
insidework@gmail.com
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REPORT FROM
THE CHAIR
NATASHA SYNESIOU
Last night I dreamed that I was attempting
to address SEA members in what felt like
a ferry boat, at dusk, in a warm country.
People sat in different groups, in different
areas, either conversing or quietly being
there and, try as I might, I was unable to
gather everyone together, make myself
heard and say anything of consequence.
Is this a reflection of my fears and
anxieties in stepping into the position of
Chair, or is the dream taking a sounding
of the state of things in the SEA? Whatever
the case I don’t want to make promises I
can’t fulfil, but I want to declare again
my passion and engagement.
At the Society’s AGM I spoke about
wanting to communicate with members,
to find out from you what you want from
the SEA, but also to find out who you are.
Just under a third are UKCP-registered
psychotherapists, some of whom I know
personally or have met over the years at
the annual SEA conference. But what of
the remaining members? Are you all
psychotherapists and, if not, what has
drawn you to the SEA and what sort of
relationship do you have – or want to have
– with it? I welcome your responses.
From the Russian philosopher and
literary theorist, Mikhail Bakhtin, I want to
borrow the notions of polyphony and
heteroglossia to express how I experience
existential thought, phenomenology,
psychotherapy. There are many voices here,
and there is also otherness, diversity,
difference – not just in the texts we read,
but also amongst us, between us and within
us. My hope is that we can find ways to
create new spaces of expression and
exploration around those things that matter
to us. To that end the SEA relies on its
members’ input and we always welcome
ideas, suggestions and practical contributions
of any kind that you feel able to make.
As I wrote in my candidate statement
I am passionate about existential
phenomenology and committed to how

we, as a Society, can express its radical
spirit politically, culturally and personally.
Several speakers at this year ’s SEA
conference brought up the question of our
social/political/ethical/personal
engagement as existential therapists, in
the contexts in which we work. To whom,
and how, are we accountable as existential
therapists? What does it mean to be
radical, and to resist? Do we take a moral
and ethical stand against oppression,
injustice, deprivation; against the
intolerance, bigotry and cruelty which
some of our clients express towards
others? Where does our remit begin and
end? These and other questions evoked
strong responses from the audience; they
are questions that we can – and many do
- give shape to through actions, not just
through words, like these here, on a page.
Yet it was words that kept coming
back to me as I moved from speaker to
speaker at the SEA conference. It was the
words of the young poet Rilke, from
The Book of Hours, which he wrote after
his trip to Russia with his lover, Lou
Andreas Salome.

did evoke in me an embodied sense of

sometimes a man stands up
during supper
and walks outdoors, and keeps
on walking,
because of a church that stands
somewhere in the East.
And his children say blessings
on him as if he were dead.

Pomponi, our former treasurer. Paola

And another man, who remains
inside his own house,
stays there, inside the dishes
and in the glasses,
so that his children have to go
far out into the world
toward that same church, which
he forgot.
I will not engage with interpretation
– poetry is personal; but Rilke’s words
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some of the questions above. At this time
of outrage and a litany of horrors
throughout the world, how do we respond?
Turning to more practical matters, the
SEA committee is always in flux, and this
year we have seen several people step
down or change roles. A huge thank you
goes to Sarah Young, one of the early
members of the SEA and the long-time
administrator of the SEA Hans W. Cohn
Scholarship, for her sustained contribution
to the Society through this important role.
Greg Madison, the co-editor of the SEA
journal has also stepped down recently
and I want to extend my thanks to him
for his important work on the Journal this
past decade. My thanks and gratitude are
also due to Donna Billington, Pavlos
Filippopoulos, Claire Marshall, Paul
Silver-Myer, and Digby Tantam for their
significant contribution to the Society.
At the AGM this year we also elected
a Vice-Chair for the first time, Paola
works incessantly behind the scenes to
ensure the smooth running of the SEA
and I am very grateful to her for her
formidable energy and great good sense.
I also want to acknowledge the invaluable
work, effort and time contributed to the
SEA by all the current members of the
committee. I am very grateful to them all.
In closing, I want to thank the 44% of
SEA members who engaged with the
election process, however they cast their
vote. And I hope that some of the 56%
will reengage in ways that matter to them.

Natasha Synesiou
chair@existentialanalysis.org.uk
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SUMMER KNOWLEDGE
BY M A N U BA Z Z A N O
Gentrification started big time in New York
after 9/11, Sarton said on Thursday, adding
that the horror & frenzy & solidarity
experienced first-hand on that day is what
made him a New Yorker.
It’s a hot and breezy Sunday now in
Wagner Park North and we are having a
picnic. Through my cheap, wrap-around
velvet-underground shades I see a splendid
view of the Harbour. Over a slice of pizza, Sarton, organizer of
this Person-centred World conference in NYC, says the unsayable:
he tells me that gentrification started before 9/11. In fact, he adds,
gentrification on a large scale may have been one of the things
that exacerbated the hatreds and divisions culminating with the
attack on the twin towers.
Either way, it’s clear that NYC is no longer what it was in the
1970s, when it was disdained by the rest of the US and left free
to be its own undomesticated self. The urban policy of ‘planned

Hypertrophied reason generates monsters, the murky side of
Enlightenment.

Give me your hungry, your poor, I’ll piss on ‘hem
That’s what the Statue of Bigotry says.
Your poor huddled masses, let’s club ‘em to death
And get it over with and just dump ‘em on the
boulevard
On arrival the first day, the city loomed in the distance as I
travelled through the black night and into the tunnel and in the
midst of a midnight’s traffic jam studded with yellow taxis and
then, gazing up and up in Midtown at the impossibly high buildings,
where do you think my window gives onto but Lexington.

Up to Lexington 125, feel sick and dirty, more dead
than alive
And so after eight hours’ delay and plane journey amid German
teenage students on vacation the exhaustion now makes me shudder
here in the hotel between Lexington and 39th Street. No matter
how cosy and full of creature comforts, few things in the world
are more dismal than hotel rooms:

Nothing more reminds me of
psyche’s uncharted territory as a
city, where meaningful encounters
are love at last sight

After the applause had died down
And all the people drifted away.
She climbed down off the bar
and went out the door
to the hotel that she called home
it had greenish walls
a bathroom in the hall

shrinkage’ made sure of that: entire areas have been cleansed of
the have-nots by curtailing essential services first so that ordinary
folks would move out. Then the place would be revamped and
repaved for the middle classes.
I had been surprised, hours before, as the ferry approached
Ellis Island, where ships of migrants would come from Europe
in search of a new life, by my warm tears.
Echoes of distant cries and the realization
that it was not all gilded happiness and
joy: the tests they were subjected to, the
chalk marks to identify an illness or
illiteracy, same as it was in the place they
were fleeing, interrogated by men in
uniforms, their mental sanity tested and
checked. There it stood, the Statue of
Liberty,

During brief pauses next day at the all-day Journal Editors
Meeting, glimpses of the Chrysler Building. The day ends and we
agree to meet for dinner with others. I memorize the address and
later walk over-confidently in that
direction without a map and soon realize
I am lost. And that I like it.
The heat rises as I walk with the
waning light peekabooing between
pedestrian crossings, each avenue
stretching to infinity, the sky above and
around an indulgence of ethereal light to
an entirely human world, our humanmade wings piercing like tender claws
from our shoulder blades. Night slowly
slides down as a myriad of street lights
snub the firmament, and let me say it: it
is a mistake to see myriad reality as a
holistic formation.

[Whose home is the home
of the Brave
By the statue of Bigotry...]
sanitized echo of Aphrodite who, a
travelling companion says, only had to
look and one was enslaved, she who
hovered somewhere between the impossible
and the inevitable. Echo of Minerva too,
of reason and Enlightenment, her steely
equanimous gaze, her Presbyterian virginal
gaze, her untouchable stony beauty.

There are no stars in the
New York sky;
they are all on the ground.

M ANHAT TAN BRIDGE
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Next morning early I stand aside inside
Grand Central Station and gazing at the
painted constellations on the ceiling,
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looking at the crowd sliding by hurried
and hushed and smart I’m filled with
joy at so much beauty – the mock sky
and artful streaming of commuters,
their forthright walk in the mouth of a
river forever on the move, strange joy
of a speck in the stream.
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Delmore, born in Brooklyn to Jewish
immigrants from Romania.

G R AN D CE N TR AL

I am the Brooklyn poet Delmore
Schwartz
Harms & the child I sing, two
parents’ torts
Delmore, the Brooklyn Rimbaud,
protagonist of Bellow’s Humboldt’s
Gift, Delmore writer at twenty-one of
the great short story In Dream Begin
Responsibilities describing the
generational divide between migrant
parents and their half-assimilated, halfmodernist progeny, writer of great
poetry who never made it to the court
of hideous snobs T.S. Eliot and Henry
James. And who better than Delmore
c o u l d w r i t e o f t h e t e n d e r f o o t ’s
disarticulation, the fury to clutch life
by the collar, to speak, to speak and be
heard? Don’t I know it, dear readers,
even among you decent upright
existentialists; vox clamantis in deserto and so forth.

New York City I love you
Blink your eyes and I’ll be gone
Just a little grain of sand
And what about the conference? For
now I’m headed to Canal Street,
Chinatown in the heat of the midday
city sun, the words Manhattan Bridge
a mirage at the zebra crossing, a
destination, a destiny in the making,
in the swelter of a thousand childhood
summers in the Calabrian South.

Looking at the chemical sky
All purple blue and oranges
Some pigeons flying by
The traffic on Canal Street
is so noisy
It’s a shock
And someone’s shooting fireworks or a gun
On the next block

We are Shakespearean, we are strangers.
Who better than Delmore, with the same retelling of birth,
migration, new disappointment, damaged hopes, ordinary lives
turned into the stone of history, Delmore who wanted to drape
the world in radiance but didn’t have enough material and died
instead aged 52 in 1966 in a hotel room just off Times Square.

I follow the apparition and circle around the western contours
of the bridge in vain, the noise of traffic now and voices and
muffled despair at street corners positively Roman and Neapolitan.

Ah, but remember that the city is a funny place
Something like a circus or a sewer

Keep thinking all the time, O New York boy!
The life of an exile is at all times contrapuntal, lived in
precariousness and exhilaration, exhilarating because precarious,
as described in the best existentialist texts before the logocentric
takeover that turned it into another comfy raft.
‘You look like a coal miner to me’, the US policeman told me
at the Border. I took it as a compliment. He was in a chatty mood
and took his time despite the enormous queue behind me. ‘I’m
more left-wing than Bernie Sanders,’ he insists. He is informal,
almost affectionate as he interrogates me. Learning that I’m a
‘psychologist’ he produces from his bag a book by one Michael
Parenti. The affable and inquisitive, mostly one-way conversation
goes on for a while until he finally brands my passport, another
livestock alien happy to access milk & honey and be dazed and
confused by the bright lights.
The PC Conference is on different floors of the Graduate Center,
right opposite the Empire State Building. I hear Margaret Warner
say that therapists are anthropologists in a foreign country, learning
a new language rather than scientists getting things straight. She
did some pioneering work and proved that it is possible to work
with highly distressed clients who are labelled as schizophrenics
from a person-centred perspective.
I daydream as to whether the therapist as anthropologist could be
extended to therapist as flaneur and flaneuse, for nothing more
reminds me of psyche’s uncharted territory as a city, where meaningful
encounters are love at last sight. I scribble this in a crowded London
train a week later, and this could be anywhere, any city in the wide

The Italian American Museum is closed for holiday, frozen to
a day in 1977, a faded photo of Giorgio ‘Long John’ Chinaglia,
striker with Lazio and later New York Cosmos; ‘he lit up the Cosmos’
between birth in Carrara, 1947 and inescapable death in Naples,
Florida, 2012. His photo next to Pope Francis who can’t do no
wrong though he didn’t receive the Dalai Lama for fear of upsetting

‘You look like a coal miner to me,’
the US policeman told me at the
Border. I took it as a compliment
the Chinese. Other faded photos adorn the window, unknown
restaurateurs with 1970s sideburns and unfeasible haircuts. Outside
the restaurant next door two men with trimmed white beards suck
on a cigar and a large woman eats her very early lunch gesticulating
managerially to the waiter in mute obeisance.
Here I am, I made it at last, walking on my coveted target, the
Bridge, an infernal clatter of iron and metal on bouncy concrete,
wobbly as hell, until desert-dizzy and dehydrated with pilgrim ambition
I wobble as the bridge trembles under my feet. This city is too vast
too much too beautiful, its ragged hellish heart now beautified and
tenderized until I see her in the distance, is it real, is it her, the Statue?
Lightheaded and thirsty I gaze at the skyscrapers like any
peasant from another era, a terrone like me who landed here by
mistake and so I think of Delmore Schwartz who everyone called
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No matter how cosy and full
of creature comforts,
few things in the world are more
dismal than hotel rooms

world, a man like yours truly seated with pen and paper, his doodles
the only proof of having been here at all. He could be anywhere, his
presumed presence vanishing in the act, yesterday a NYC’s subway,
today the travelling tearooms of a London Overground train, the
clipped voices of quietly exultant Brexiters on a late summer day.

How nice it is to disappear
Float into a mist
With a young lady on your arm
Looking for a kiss

prog-rock album worth listening to, King Crimson’s Islands :
‘Islands join hands/’neath heaven’s sea’.
When I finally find a place to change some money, the affable
guy at the counter misunderstands what I’m saying and says
‘Welcome back!’ I had babbled something in response to his
question, saying ‘Have been away from Italy for nearly thirty
years’ but he thought New York was a long-lost home I had just
come back to. And he was right, and this nearly brings me to tears
and makes me overlook the hefty sum of eighteen dollars’
commission I paid for my little transaction. Of course I’m back,
here where bold granddad Santo came alone with his cardboard
suitcase, Santo whose bones have gone lost from a remote cemetery
in Aspromonte during refurbishment.
I am overjoyed and baffled that both my workshop (on Zen
and therapy), and talk (on the actualizing tendency and feral
philosophy) have been enthusiastically received. I’ve become too
accustomed perhaps over the years to see myself at the margins,
saying clever things that no one ever gets or gets offended by or
gushes over incomprehensibly.
Next day on the bench right next to Fifth Avenue’s raging
traffic, a heartful mind-to-mind conversation with Claudio, his
smoky voice and knowing smile, both of us recognizing each
other as twice heretics and in that sense only reluctantly deserving
the epithet of ‘philosophers’. We pay our muffled homage to
Spinoza and Derrida amidst the wailing sirens and the car exhausts,
both exiled from larger and then ‘their own’, smaller insular
communities of exiles. Claudio translates Rogers’ ‘formative’
tendency (an evolutionary teleological surrogate of God’s
benevolent presence) as transformative tendency.
The city like the id: did you catch my earlier drift, dear reader?
If that is too impersonal for you, if you think it’s not relational enough
– not Bowlbyan, Buberian, dialogical enough
– then let me tell you of the city-deity in
personalized form. On the last night before
my forty winks I bid New York farewell

At the corner of Fifth Avenue and 34th Street I’m sitting on
the pavement with John Wilson, deep in heartmind talk and
suddenly we notice a tiny lively sparrow in the vast city. Uncle
Lou’s first solo album had a sparrow on its cover, a tiny sparrow
just out of its egg, skyscrapers in the background.

It was very nice, oh honey it was paradise
Echoes of Alhambra and Alicante, a fated journey of separation
in my youth without which dear reader I wouldn’t be who I am
and so forth. And tell me, btw, how lost can you get? Now as an
older gent I get lost using a whole array of methodologies and
epistemologies: ‘the ruin of the subject’ is how Georges Bataille
called the existentialist project. And for Levinas, the latter was
all about looking at the world in the absence of a subject – all
exteriority, including moi même . Any excuse will do, for thou
shall get burned either way.
For instance, NYC: the city as the id, as a transcendental (not
transcendent) river, entirely immanent and forever impossible,
inevitable (plastic inevitable?). She only had to look and one was
enslaved. Or, to put it grandly, the city provoking deep identification
and transubstantiation of the self: Joyce’s Dublin, Reed’s New
York, Pasolini’s Rome, Rodenbach’s Bruges, Pamuk’s Instanbul,
Woolf’s London, Bellow’s Chicago.
Who needs god when you can have a metropolis? Who needs
Dasein when you can vanish in the Sunday morning breeze? Yet
the sense of time persists and with it all those futile strategies
reaching to an ever-present future, or the involuntary memory of
a never buried past.

Watch out the world’s behind you
There’s always someone around
you
Who will call
It’s nothing at all
Asleep and innocent, Lexington – the
bagel shop, the Chinese cafe, the hypert r e n d y J a p a n e s e n o o d l e b a r, t h e
convenience store. Then, of course, the
conference: magnificent presentation by
Claudio Rud on Spinoza. Claudio is a
philosopher doctor poet from Buenos
Aires. He spoke of immanence , the great
conspicuous uninvited guest of the entire
psychotherapy circus. We are relation from
the start, and it is the relation that creates
its own subject. Even ‘presence’, touted
as a semi-numinous attribute of the
divinely-attuned shrink, is a result of the
in-between. Makes me think of the only
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in the naked bed, in Plato’s cave.
I imagined her as a beauty from MittelEuropa who made it here from Lausanne,
Turin, Krakow or God-knows where – her
red dress falls on the bedroom floor high
above streets that never sleep. In the dim
hours I stumble awake grateful for my little
death and brief disappearance and in the
street I greet the drizzle on my cheeks with
a peasant grin.
Contact Manu at manubazzano@onetel.
com. The World Person-centred and
Experiential Psychotherapies Conference
took place in New York City, 20-24 July
2016. Song lyrics and verses from poems
are from Delmore Schwartz and his pupil
at Syracuse University, Lou Reed.

DE L MORE S CHWARTZ
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SOME THOUGHTS ON
ASSESSMENT AND
GUIDED LEARNING OUTCOMES
BY D I A N A M I T C H E L L

Life is mostly an exercise in being
something other than what we used
to be while remaining fundamentally
– and sometimes maddeningly –
who we are.

something we as therapists are faced with and often struggle with
on a daily basis no matter how experienced we are; being with
difference is at the heart of what we do.
I could never understand why an existential supervisor placed
him or herself above the rest of the group as somehow having
magical powers that enabled him or her to ‘know’ and detect when
a trainee was not turning into a good enough therapist.
The supervisor/assessor’s attitude will of course influence how
the supervisees are, and are not, in that relationship. That will in
turn colour how closed or open they are when they talk about
themselves and their clients, which in turn will influence the
supervisor’s impression of each therapist as a person. Supervisor
and trainee therapist are caught up in this relationship in a very
personal way.
I had naively assumed that supervision would be influenced
by, and fall into line with the ethos and existential thinking that
was encouraged and facilitated on the rest of the course; teaching
that encouraged everyone to express his or her unique response
to philosophical texts, to the tutors and to fellow students without
worrying about being hampered by the idea that there was a right
or wrong response. We came to see that we were not ‘stand alone’
fixed selves, but creatures who were full of possibilities that came
into play in a different way in every relationship – each supervisor
brought out different aspects of the supervisee and visa versa.
As outsiders we could never understand what was going on
between two people caught up in a relationship – a supervisee
can’t bottle ‘the in-between’ and bring it to supervision. We came
to see how personally revealing our response to others, philosophical
texts and the situation we find ourselves in was. Every response
is personal: the supervisee’s as well as the supervisor’s. How we
all naturally jump to conclusions, run with our assumptions and
interpret, rather than to try to ‘stay with the phenomenon’ and
above all try to practice ‘un-knowing’ by assuming a naïve attitude
– therapy and supervision are full of uncertainty and questioning
and then more uncertainty!

Meghan Daum
Paul Swift and Mike Hickes co-wrote a
thoughtful and expressive review in response
to the workshop Marty Radlett and I gave at the Society for
Existential Analysis’ Being and Doing conference in November
2015. Their review appeared in the previous Hermeneutic Circular.
They did not agree with some of my views about therapy
training, which focussed on the aspects of the training that have
never sat comfortably with me. Both expressed how they
experienced their ‘in training’ experiences in a very positive light
and I found myself agreeing with their views.

Mike: ’Training opened up and excited me about a
new world of people, writers, thinkers who were/are
concerned about being and doing in the world, how
we are with others, and how others are with us and
their impact on us’.
Paul: ‘My training changed my life: it didn’t just let
me qualify as a therapist, it led me to see me, and my
world in a fundamentally different way’.
But what if these two men had embarked on their training
without their interest and curiosity, their ability to express and
question their assumptions, and their curiosity and respect for and
about difference? My hunch is that they embarked on their training
with these qualities firmly in place. Add to that their willingness
to be challenged and to truly question their own truths. I say ‘truly’
because there is a difference in ‘being seen to be doing’ and
actually doing, i.e. seriously questioning something you believe
to be true.

Back to school days
What I experienced in many of the supervision groups reminded
me more of my school days. Most of us have been through a
conventional education system where the outcome of exams and
tests are used as a method to establish if learning has taken place.
There is no doubt about it, memorizing is a kind of learning that
results in knowing something about something in a certain way.
There often seems to be an assumption that learning is the
outcome of a linear process; the teacher teaches, the pupils store
the information; this is followed by an assessment to check that
the information has stuck via an essay or an exam.
Trainee therapists are assessed every step of the way. This is
not something that I have a problem with but I have never been

A bolt of lightning
As I read their glowing training experiences it suddenly struck
me like a bolt of lightning that my difficulty did not come from
my overall experience as a trainee, it came from the assessment
process on courses ‘training’ us grownups to work as therapists.
I can now see that my critique over the years has not been
about supervision as such, but about how supervision was and is
often used in order to assess the therapist on an existential course.
I have always found group supervision one of the most important
and rewarding happenings for therapists and supervisors. Here is
a unique opportunity to be with difference on many levels,
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comfortable with it in practice, particularly towards the end of
their training. Assessment is highly personal and relational; it is
a unique personal response and judgement of another person.
Don’t we all know what it is like reading someone’s assessment
of a new client? This is an issue that comes up quite frequently
in supervision. Therapists often get referrals with a description
of the client and the client’s issues or problems. Many students
found that it was more helpful for them to hear what their client
had to say about their situation without reading and being influenced
by the assessment of their client. Reading another person’s
assessment made it harder for the therapist to remain open and
‘un- knowing’ long enough to hear what the client was saying.
In other words, if five therapists saw the same client they would
hold different views and perceptions about that client; it could be
said that they would be seeing a different client.
The beauty of group supervision is that each of us in the room
will be responding differently and each member of the group
including the supervisor shares their perception and particular
response. This is one way we all reveal our different qualities as
people, rather than trying to sound how we think a good therapist
should sound.

OCTOBER 2016

qualities as a therapist. My ‘knowing’ came mostly from my
imagination because all I had was this one piece of ‘guide-lined’
written work to go by.
The guidelines and requirements to create a passable case study
are daunting. I am not saying that these extra requirements
necessarily change the voice of the writer, but they will heighten
the ‘be seen to be doing’ and the ticking of the right boxes syndrome.
The focus can so easily become a game of making the right noises
and using the acceptable therapeutic jargon in order to deliver the
right kind of case study that will pass.
Case studies used to be an un-academic paper that could be
written however the therapist wanted to express themselves. The
aim was for the writer to jump off the page in their unique way.
Of course there were requirements to be self-reflective and
think about the process, the therapeutic relationship and of course
to show existential thinking and how it was expressed in practice
in a particular therapeutic relationship. The most important feature
was to try to grasp the relationship; what might have been happening
between the client and the therapist; in other words, that elusive
‘in between’ that makes up every relationship.
A verbatim report is one of the ways that the trainee therapist
is assessed. There seems to be a very confident belief that the
verbatim account is the most accurate way to assess trainee
therapists.
We all know how differently we talk about our clients and our
relationship with them in supervision. Some people almost seem
to have photographic memories, which enables them to recall,
blow by blow the dialogue that took place in the therapy session.
Others remember the ‘felt sense’, the mood and how they
experienced being with their client from an emotional perspective.
Some prefer to start with the most recent sessions, others like to
give a detailed background account. Some are note takers and
check their notes while others don’t take notes and prefer to let
whatever issues there might be to emerge.
There is no right or wrong way. But of course, a verbatim report
will always be revelatory in that it expresses our values, bias,
judgements, imagination and perceptions. But I am not convinced
that tells me more about the therapist-client relationship.

Unknowing our knee-jerks
Assessing is part of how we try to make sense of, and understand
each other. This is something we all do, our clients assess us and
we assess them. We form understandings and opinions. This is
the one area where we as therapists try to ‘un-know’ our knee jerk
assessments long enough to hear and try to understand what our
client is trying to tell us from their point of view, but it won’t be
long before our own views come bouncing back again. This will
happen to experienced and inexperienced therapists alike.
As a supervisor I have often jumped to ‘knee jerk’ conclusions
about someone in my group before I had got the more complex
picture that comes from getting to know the person a bit better.
The ‘picture’ is never complete or finished, whereas an
understanding that happens too quickly can seem final. I have
always made it clear that my assessment is simply my personal
take of the qualities that I have noticed in our group. That is all
I have and my impression will be laced with hunches and
assumptions.
From an existential perspective there is no such thing as an
objective assessment, we can never stand outside ourselves and
respond to others in a non-personal way. We carry our old
insecurities and emotional sensitivities with us alongside the more
fluid constantly changing views.
Not knowing a person is never possible; it’s as if we need to
create clarity and certainty quickly and form a picture of the
person we meet for the first time so that we at least have our own
version of ‘knowing’ while we side-step uncertainty in one move.
What we do know is what we are already experiencing within any
relationship … this too will change, but it is worth capturing in
the moment as it happens.

Supervision overtaken by rules
This brings me, yet again, back to the practice of supervision.
Supervision is the one ‘happening’ on all training courses where
therapists, some more experienced than others, are assessed
throughout their training by their supervisors.
I have noticed an interesting phenomenon over the years:
therapists in training often become more guarded and less open,
particularly in supervision towards the end of their training. It
is as if the requirements and rules have taken over.
John Heaton gave an inspiring talk on Wittgenstein’s
philosophical therapy (The British Wittgenstein Society, 9th
May 2016) where his comments on ‘rules’ rang bells for me:
‘Thought is free and becomes false when compelled. Thinking
is not a rule bound process. To follow rules, as apposed to mere
rule conforming behaviour, is to be able to correct or justify
what one is doing by appealing to the relevant rules’.
Supervision and therapy become meaningless exercises without
a certain degree of openness, unguarded spontaneity and honesty
on the part of the supervisee, client, supervisor and therapist.
I have often heard supervisors tell a supervisee to ‘take’ a

Watered-down students
What I noticed over the years was how even the most openly
expressive and sensitive of people came across as watered down
versions of themselves when writing case studies. To me this was
a handicap when assessing a student I had never met in person
because it made it more difficult for me to get a feel for the
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Working with adults on various courses has shown me that on the
whole the adult who enters the course comes out the other end
with their strengths and weaknesses pretty much untouched. Sure,
there is hopefully a more honest self-awareness, but that does not
mean that ‘issues’ have gone away or that the person has changed
in line with the guidelines. I have been to workshops with people
I knew in training and I’m amazed and amused when I see how
little the person has been influenced by the rigorous course.
How I would like to see much more trust shown towards
therapists and by therapists towards themselves in training and
an honest appreciation for what they already know and whom
they already are. Of course I am talking about how I like to be
treated by others. I am much more likely to be open and show my
vulnerability if I feel that I am trusted, accepted and appreciated
for whom I am. My hunch is that we as adults need to feel good
about ourselves in order to accept our weaknesses as an important
and human part of who we are. A celebration and appreciation of
difference combined with a genuine interest and desire to try to
understand each other can be enabling and inspiring.
As for assessing and working towards learning outcomes – we
are not fixed logical beings but shifting and changing in our own
time in an unpredictable way while also remaining ‘maddeningly
who we are’.

CONTINUED
personal issue to their therapy session. The implication being that
something is too long winded, too personal or hurtful for
supervision. This might sometimes be the case but there is also
a conflicting message that says it is good to be open, show emotions
and to get ‘close up and personal’ in supervision while another
voice whispers, don’t over do it … save your messy emotional
issues for your therapist!
What if it might actually be much more helpful to openly and
bravely air so called ‘issues’ in supervision? What if the supervisee
had initially felt able to show his or her vulnerabilities but was
told to save it for therapy?
We are all vulnerable and robust, weak and strong, sensitive
and insensitive, mean and generous, emotional and unemotional,
open and closed … and so on.
Supervisors and course leaders hope to be able to see some
kind of improvement by the end of the training. In other words a
‘good enough’ tangible learning outcome is expected.
I smile as I see what I have just written – an existential approach
that includes learning outcomes? These two concepts are for me
worlds apart if by learning outcome we mean ‘orchestrated
outcomes’ and yet the course directors and we, the tutors, devised
all sorts of procedures in order to find out, and then to ‘know’ if
the trainee therapists had what it took to be good, safe, competent,
existential therapists.
Why is this acceptable when many of us would be shocked if
we approached and assessed our clients in the same way? Or that
part of the existential approach was to work strategically in order
to facilitate and predict a particular understanding and outcome?
Both supervision and therapy are wonderful opportunities IF
there is a mutually open atmosphere for everyone involved to
think out loud without holding back for fear of ‘getting it wrong’.
We are learning and un-learning all the time. Of course it is
possible to achieve a ‘short-term’ learning outcome that is required
within a certain timeframe, however, I am less and less convinced
that therapy-training courses create good therapists.
Therapists who are being assessed are fellow adults already
with a wealth of life experience that is packed with past and
present relationships. Each person comes with unique qualities
and sensitivities that will be brought to life or remain hidden
within every relationship in a different way. It is not possible to
assess ‘stand alone’ qualities and I also don’t think that rigorous
‘training’ itself can create a good therapist. I believe that a person
has just as much of a chance of being a ‘good therapist’ without
any formal training. In fact, many people start their formal training
after having found themselves over and over as ‘the facilitative
listener’ throughout their lives.
A learning outcome that comes from following rules and
guidelines is all very well but I don’t believe that it follows in a
logical way that significant learning has necessarily taken place.
That happens or does not happen naturally in an unpredictable
and chaotic way throughout life.

THE EMPTY SEAT

HELE N K ER R ID G E

Remaining maddeningly who we are
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UPDATE ON THE PILOT
OF EXISTENTIAL
EXPERIMENTATION THERAPY
BY BY M A R K RAYN E R, C H E K K I E K AU N TZ E
A N D F RA N C E S CA VE N T U R I
In the last issue of the
Hermeneutic Circular
(April 2016), we looked at
the development of the
short-term existential
therapy called Existential
Experimentation (EE). We
M A R K R AY N E R
C H E K K IE KAUN TZE
discussed the use of
measurements and, in
particular, the collaboration with GPs in the form of a screening
questionnaire and the thematic analysis of goals that emerged
from this. This demonstrated both the possibility of eliciting
information that is owned by the clients and also working in a
way that seeks to be open to client-focused attitudes towards
therapy and recovery.
We are now proceeding with process and research developments
in the on-going pilot.
The underpinning principles of the approach remain: these centre
upon early intervention for clients with mild to moderate mental health
concerns to increase the possibility of better outcomes; addressing
stigma by working in GP settings thus creating ease of access; ongoing session-by-session monitoring of progress and outcomes; and
addressing the breadth of human experience.

personal constructs, i.e. what people think about a given topic.
The RGT as we know it today is an extension of the Role Construct
Repertory Test which George Kelly developed for ‘looking beyond
the words’. It is based on his Personal Construct Theory written
in 1955 and was initially developed within this context.
Kelly described the RGT as a method for exploring our personal
construct systems. It is an attempt to ‘stand in others’ shoes’, to
see the ways that people describe and see their relationships and
experiences in the world. Personal Construct Psychology states
that peoples’ view of objects they interact with is made up of a
collection of related ‘similarity–difference’ dimensions, referred
to as personal constructs. The RGT is a semi-structured interview
in which both the client and the interviewer have an important
role in co-construing the grid. In talking to each other, they
experience and understand the way the person views his or her
world; what ideas are linked; what determines what is meaningful
and what is not, and in what terms the client seeks to evaluate
people, places and situations.
The RGT is a way to formalise this process. It assigns scores
to the relationship between a person’s constructs. The output of
the RGT is a matrix that shows us personalised information about
the client as a mathematical value. The process provides a way
to identify some polar constructs important to the client (e.g.
being open or closed as a person) and to understand how the client
and others in their life fit into those constructs. We can compare
the pre-therapy and post-therapy grids to see more clearly what
(if something) has changed between the beginning and the end of
the therapy. It is in terms of this same system that we evaluate
outcomes and understand changes within the clients’ personal
construct system.
In the analysis of change, we focus our attention upon the
relationship between self, ideal self and future self. In accordance
with the theory, we can analyse change through the implicative
dilemma – that is between constructs that are imbalanced or
logically inconsistent. For example, some depressed people in
our sample have expressed that they are unattractive; insensitive
people are unattractive; but depressed people are sensitive.
Instead of asking whether psychotherapy has a good or bad
outcome, we hope that this method can be valuable and valid to
capture how a client has progressed over the course of this particular
therapy. So we expect that the construction of the RGT would
change between the beginning and the end of this particular
protocol of therapy.

Further development
We have now collected further measurements, which means that
we now begin with the GP screening questionnaire and referral,
followed by an assessment that includes the rigorous assessment
of risk factors. This is then followed one week before the start of
therapy by an interview that elicits constructs using a Repertory
Grid Technique, discussed below. After six sessions of therapy
we conduct a further Repertory Grid interview, to assess how the
details elicited at the initial interview have altered and if
improvements have been made in the client’s personal constructs.
Therefore, we are now screening, assessing, eliciting goals,
monitoring each session using validated scales, and have introduced
Repertory Grids. In this way we are able to more closely identify –
both qualitatively and quantitatively – notions of change that relate
to the personalised goal-driven therapeutic intervention.
To ensure the process is robust we have recently published
a protocol for this therapy. This is not to move towards a manual
but rather to ensure that what is being done is targeted and
reliably delivers the underpinning existential-phenomenological
principles of the approach in a methodical manner, whilst retaining
a creative, flexible and personalised approach informed by
client-identified goals.

Preliminary results
Preliminary analysis of our results using the RGT are promising,
suggesting that the use of this technique for measurement solidly
represents the changes we have published previously using
commonly accepted scales. Furthermore, we think that the use of

Repertory Grid Technique
The Repertory Grid Technique (RGT) is a method for eliciting
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However, manualisation using this approach challenges the notion
that RCT evidence is the only or best form of evidence to confirm
efficacy and effectiveness. Thus, Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis will be used to evaluate participants’ experience of EE
and the idiographic change occurring across therapy.
Additionally, RGT will be used in an exploratory format to see
whether the changes it detects correspond with the descriptions
provided by the clients. The data from the two methods will be
analysed for convergences and divergences, identifying whether
one method has neglected something described by the other, or
has added something new. Using the RGT from individual cases,
rather than combining the results from the repertory grids in the
attempt to generalise from it, will provide rich additional data to
the study. This will help us to evaluate whether RGT is an adequate
measure to detect change in existentially informed therapies as
well as providing the opportunity for comparison and
complementarity of modalities.
Contact Mark at mark@easewellbeing.co.uk

CONTINUED

this technique could be applied to a range of therapies, and future
research across a range of modalities will be able to demonstrate
the different as well as similar types of change that occur across
differing therapeutic theories and clinical models of delivery. Full
analysis of the RGT will be published soon.
Further research is underway that uses a mixed methods design
in order to capture the quality as well as texture of the clients’
experiences of EE, whilst also gathering quantitative data. EE is
a goal-driven orientation that produces robust practice-based
evidence that is not the result of randomized controlled trials
(RCTs), since replicability is important as outlined in the protocol.

BEFINDLICHKEIT AND
THE POWER OF WHERE
BY C H R I ST O P H E R S . TAY L O R

Adam stood alone clothed in shame. He had
just eaten the most divine snack and the
heavenly juices still lingered on his tongue.
He was confronted with his own nakedness,
his body open, his soul exposed. The thought,
what have I done, throbbing in his mind. How
could I have done this? How could I have
defied Him? He asks himself as he searches
for fig leaves to cover his shame.
The forest begins to shake as the leaves
and trees bend and break as someone moves out from the undergrowth.
I can hear him. Adam thinks to himself. He is coming. I must hide.
Taking refuge in the thickness of the forest Adam hides from his
maker. The Creator, omniscient, knowing what Man has done, asks
Adam a single question but one that is far from simple and, perhaps,
a question we are still attempting to answer today. Where are you?

significant, well, because we have much more to learn from Adam
and Heidegger than can be developed here.
This thought that I have had is one in stark contrast to how my
clients feel at the beginning of therapy. In fact, just the other day
a client began our first session by saying the opposite, ‘This is
not how my life should be.’ They always use the same word,
should, which I find most fascinating. It is as if someone is telling
them how their life ought to be. I often wonder who this mystery
person might be, their parents, a more ‘successful’ friend, an exlover, society, or perhaps a younger version of themselves.
I resist the urge to ask the simple and obvious question, where
should your life be, knowing it will take us nowhere. Rather, I

My life is exactly as I want
it to be. This is a strange thought
and I am not sure I have
ever had one like it before

A brief introduction
My life is exactly as I want it to be. This is a strange thought and
I am not sure I have ever had one like it before. It seems almost
intrusive, as if it is not my own. But as I reflect on this thought I
find comfort and warmth. It comes to me now as I sit to write this
short, incomplete and less than significant piece, but one I hope
you find some significance from reading.
Short because no one can do justice to Heidegger in less than
20 pages or so, and even then the reader is always left wanting
more. Incomplete, as this piece is the dawn of a deeper thought
on which I have been ruminating for sometime. And less than

ask something unusual, a question the client has not heard before.
‘Where are you?’ I calmly and softly ask after moments of
building silence. The question landed in an awkward way. The
client looks at me with some confusion. Silence follows for
sometime. ‘I’m not sure I understand.’
I reply, ‘You said your life is not where it should be, where
are you now?’ It was interesting watching anxiety begin to build
in her, watch the wheels begin to spin. I could see the many
emotional expressions on her face as they began to break and
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are able to reach back through time, or at least through Heideggerian
time, and pull our disconnected inward self into the present. Fear
and anxiety rise as the isolated self emerges into the connected
state of being-in and being-with creating understanding and
connection with the self, the world and others. Here we are in
relation to where, a state of ‘being-in-the-world’, and in pursuit of
the authentic essential nature of the self.
The client battles with their own identity, with the struggle to
discover their identity. By asking where rather than who, we invite

Befindlichkeit
Now, on to Heidegger for a moment. Again, this section will be
incomplete as we have little time to do Heidegger justice here
and, in truth, I doubt I could ever do him the justice he deserves.
For a more in depth and comprehensive understanding of
Heidegger’s concepts discussed here in please read Eugene
Gendlin’s article Befindlichkeit: Heidegger and the Philosophy
of Psychology (www.focusing.org/gendlin_befindlichkeit.html).
What I found most interesting with my client as she struggled
to answer the question, where are you, is that before I asked
this simple question the client existed in an isolated place.
Her thoughts were fully internalized. She was engaged in
self-judgment without self-evaluation. She viewed herself in
a place separated from time and space.
She created this golden idea of what her life should be and who
she should be. And because she has yet to achieve this identity she
viewed herself as a failure, but failure of what? Not even she knew.
The client began the session in a mood. As we all start our day in
a mood, she began her session in a mood. Heidegger referred to this
mood as befindlichkeit, a German word of his creation no less, that
means ‘being in a mood’ while referring to the individual’s affect
and feelings simultaneously. However, this mood is restricted and
isolated. It is turned inward and cut off from the whole of the world.
Dasein, for Heidegger, is the essence of humanity, a sort of
‘being-here’. As human beings we are ontologically inclined as
we experience being-with and being-in. Our mood is not just our
internal experience but how we fit into the world as well.
Thus the client’s mood was incomplete. As she sat on the couch
attempting to understand the idea that her life was not as it should
be. As she attempted to ponder her identity she was isolated. She
was cut off from myself and from the world. However, as she was
confronted with the world she was forced to contemplate her
‘where-ness’. This transition allowed for her inward affect to join
with the world and connect with her outward feelings.

Thus the client’s mood was
incomplete. As she sat on the couch
attempting to understand the idea
that her life was not as it should be
the client to engage in this process of the pursuit of the authentic
present self. Who represents a person without being or rather
lacking the connection to being-in and being-with. This isolated
person is unable to engage in the process of self-discovery as they
are cut off from both time and space. Their befindlichkeit is
restricted and turned inward. They exist as a sort of ‘I-thing’ and
lack the full understanding of the Dasein. Asking where allows
the client to connect with the inside and outside, the self and
others, the past, present and opens them to the future.

The power of where
Where are you? This is the first question God asks Adam in the
creation story. It is the first time man is asked to identify himself.
Until this moment Adam is conflicted and isolated. He is filled
with shame, and hides. He is turned inward and attempts to run
from his nature, his authentic self.
His omniscient creator asks one question, he asks where. He
does not ask what have you done, why have you done this, what
were you thinking, how could you, or who are you now. No, he
asks one question, where are you? Where are you in relation to
me, to yourself, to knowledge, to the world.
Here Adam’s isolated state is brought into conflict with what
he had done, into conflict with the world. He must ask himself,
where am I? And in so doing he must experience the depth of his
emotions as he joins with the world being-in and being-with. He
tells his creator that he was afraid, that he felt
shame, and that he hid. Through this process
Adam find understanding and begins his process
of discovering the authentic present self.
Such a simple and pure question can have
a truly deep and lasting impact on our identity.
By asking where rather than who, we are
inviting the client to engage in this beautiful
process of self-discovery. They are empowered,
and set free to explore their nature, their being,
and to pursue the authentic self.
In our ‘self-finding,’ in the pursuit of our
authentic nature, we may just find something
truly beautiful and find the words softly slipping
out, my life is exactly as I want it to be, I am
where I want to be. I am here. I am me.
Contact Christopher at
ADAM HIDE S
chris@taylorcounselinggroup.com

Ask where, not who
So much of what the client has to say about their mood is
reflected in their language. They are unhappy with their current
self, the unauthentic self, this being who they
do not want to be. By asking where rather
than who, the client is brought forward from
a place of isolation into a more connected
place as the client is found being-in and
being-with the world. However, this is only
the first step, as living in the mood, as the
client does now, does not equate to an
understanding of the mood.
Found in our disconnected and isolated
state we are filled with a profound lack of
purpose and meaning. As we come in conflict
with the world and as our ontological nature
forces our substance to experience the ‘beingness’ of existence, we develop an existential
bridge between our mood, befindlichkeit, and
understanding. In this act of ‘self-finding’
while being-in and being-with the world we
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I’M AN EXISTENTIAL
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
BY J O N AT H A N H A L L &
F I N A L -YE A R R E G E N T ’ S A D E P ST U D E N TS

As usual at the very end of the Regent’s Advanced Diploma in
Existential Psychotherapy, we invite our students to say what
they do as existential therapists – imagining that someone
they’ve only just met for the first time has asked them what
being an existential therapist means. They are not to be read as
final and definitive, but as an expression of something that was
meaningful at the time.

As an existential therapist, I base my work in philosophy as
opposed to psychology. Therapy starts as a conversation that
hopefully builds to a relationship where we can consider together
what it means to be human.
Marya Goga
It’s a way of practising psychotherapy that I like because of
the emphasis it places on possibility, freedom and choice. I
work with clients to help them to develop a deeper and richer
understanding of their world. There is a focus on the experience
of life as opposed to just the contents of it. On my part it
requires a commitment to self-exploration and critical
engagement with myself in order for me to able to more fully
meet the person who arrives for therapy.
Ben Spray

At times, when just being might be difficult for you, I offer a
chance to have a special kind of conversation that creates an
opening for you to tell the stories of how you find yourself in the
world and breathe fresh meaning into them.
Richard Swann
It means creating a space by listening and responding in such a
way that anything and everything can be said. It is to consider
how your life is now and how it may be otherwise, to discover
new possibilities and purpose in living.
Alina Barrowcliff

I am curious about people’s experience of existence; how they
are in relationships and in their world. I aim to create an open,
exploratory space where clients can reflect on their life and
the meaning behind the stories they tell about their journey so
far. I believe that by working together to make sense of past
and present experiences we can open up the possibility of a
different future and a richer, more fulfilling existence.
Sarah Wagnall

As an existential therapist, I listen to a person as they take courage
to hear their own story and together we try to discover how they
make sense of it. We try to reach some level of clarity where
imagination and possibility may find a meeting place.
Emma Jackson

An existential therapist embarks on an exploration of where
the client finds himself in the world in order to discover a
better way of living.
David Anderson

As an existential therapist I share a space with someone and try
to really listen to them to learn how they consider themselves in
the world and in their relationships. Thus, hopefully help them
explore their life’s possibilities and witness them affirm or create
their own meaning for themselves.
Sabine Fairbairn

A person practicing therapy whilst trying to reduce their own
assumptions so that the possibilities of what can be talked
about between client and therapist, and in what way they can
be talked about, are increased as much as possible.
Amy Temple

Therapy is a journey of self-discovery, filled with possibility and
surprise. In a safe and supportive environment you will learn to
understand yourself better and become more empowered to cope
with the challenges of your world.
Anonymous

As an existential psychotherapist, I encounter a person as they
are in their living moment, and with the support of philosophical
thinking, engage in exploration toward enabling meaning and
opening new possibilities of living.
El Agossou

Therapy is a journey of self-discovery, filled with possibility and
surprise. I offer a safe space where no subject is off limits, and a
supportive environment where you can reflect on your life and
yourself. This may help you unlock new possibilities and become
more empowered to cope with the challenges of your world.
Anonymous

Creating the optimum conditions, as best I can, to allow us
together to fathom the way you make sense of who you are in
relation to others and the world with a view to living a fuller,
more meaningful life.
Jonathan Hall

It is a unique engagement, one we create together that affords the
freedom to engage with that which troubles you.
Teresa Cannon
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REFLECTIONS ON THERAPY,
MADNESS AND CRAZY WISDOM
BY C H A R L E S G O R D O N - G RA H A M
politician leads a mass movement of nonviolence against British
imperial rule in India with all its military might: Gandhi is an
international icon. A scientist announces that phenomena only
exist when someone is observing them or that there are multiple
parallel worlds, where everything is the same as in our world
except that this newsletter is called Circular Hermeneutic: welcome
to quantum physics.
To define crazy wisdom would in a sense be to deny or to
sterilise it. However, crazy wisdom can be described as the wisdom
of one who sees clearly, is in touch with reality at a deep level,
free from the conventions, assumptions and prejudices of social
norms. It is a wisdom that is fresh, uncluttered, spontaneous and
creative – and precisely because it lies outside conventionally
accepted views and behaviour, the wisdom and associated behaviour
are considered crazy.
Crazy wisdom is the wisdom of beginner’s mind – natural and
free from preconceived ideas. Characterised by humour, it bursts
the bubble of pomposity and the belief that anyone knows it all.
Though not against rationality, it exposes the obsession with a
one-sided rationality, by highlighting absurdities and paradoxes
in thinking and in life.
For all the humour inherent in crazy wisdom, it is nonetheless
a very serious matter. One author on the subject, Wes Nisker, has
even gone so far as to write what amounts to a manifesto of crazy
wisdom as the way to save the world. It all sounds rather existential
to me. Do themes like freedom, authenticity and acceptance of
uncertainty come to mind?
To be honest I love the way that various spiritual traditions
around the world include a crazy wisdom tradition – if tradition
is the correct word to use for a phenomenon so idiosyncratic as
crazy wisdom. In particular, there is a Tibetan Buddhist tradition
of crazy wisdom characterised, for example, by the sage Milarepa,
who lived in a cave, a friend of animals and saying that Nature
was the only book that he needed to read. There are many anecdotes
of ‘crazy’ behaviour by Zen masters and poets like Han Shan and
Ryōkan.
The Taoist classic of Chuang Tzŭ is full of crazy wisdom, and
there is the trickster in Native
American lore. Many Sufi
dervishes, entranced in their
love of God, are known for
their states of ecstasy. One just
has to read their poetry or
anecdotes about Nasreddin
Hodja to gain a sense of their
crazy wisdom. Similarly there
are the utterly unconventional
itinerant Bāul singers of
Bengal, a great influence on
Nobel laureate Rabindranath
Tagore, who sing of the God
SU FI DERV ISH
within their heart and the

What Is Madness?
During my psychotherapy training I did a
student presentation about madness, in which,
in true existential fashion, I set out to critique
psychiatric ideas of madness and diagnostic
labelling. However, let’s take a step back and
consider words like madness and craziness
as used in everyday parlance. What is
madness? What is craziness? What is meant
by words like mad and crazy? Who decides? On what basis?
Is it about irrationality? But then, what about the irrationality
of much that is accepted as normal? There are the irrational norms
of falling in love, the jingoism of war, and the adulation of sports
players, actors, rock stars and charismatic politicians. Indeed,
modern western society is based on some highly irrational premises,
for example, the assumption of indefinite economic growth through
exploitation of non-renewable resources and energy, which is
ultimately unsustainable.
If madness is about suffering, then potentially everyone
on Earth could be considered mad, as we are potentially all
subject to suffering – this is Buddha’s first noble truth – and
this can include the normal suffering of bereavement,
unemployment, a relationship breakdown, creative block, a
single parent struggling to take care of an autistic child, the
general stress of life, and the existential givens of sickness,
old age and death that we face.
If madness is considered as being out of touch with reality,
then the question arises of which reality, whose reality? That of
psychiatrists, governments, peers, religious authorities, mainstream
science, business or the media? Is it then about not conforming
to social norms? In that case any thinking and behaviour that do
not conform to certain social norms may be pathologised as a
disorder or, in more extreme cases, as madness. In that case, how
will existential and other therapists be judged who make a stand
for authenticity and integrity? Besides, those very social norms
vary over time and between cultures. And is any totally objective
reality ever even knowable? Or rather, is reality multifaceted,
contextual and subjective, leaving open the possibility of different
individuals experiencing different realities from what families,
peers and ruling élites (political, economic and institutional)
would like them to experience? Incidentally, I have a scientific
training and I can still say this, as even science is not as many
would like to portray it.
Therefore I warmly invite alternatives to the so-called rationalist
and objectivist viewpoint and rigid binary logic – welcome to
existential philosophy, Sufism, Nietzsche, Tao, quantum physics,
Buddhism… and crazy wisdom.

Crazy Wisdom
A dervish whirls in an ecstatic trance: eight centuries later Rumi
is possibly the most read poet in the USA. A frail-looking non-
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notwithstanding the work of
Binswanger and Boss. The cohort
of existential therapists constitutes
a huge range of idiosyncratic
individuals, and were it not so, one
might wonder whether they could
be truly existential.
There are a number of insights
in counselling and psychotherapy
which certainly don’t conform to
NA SREDDIN HODJA
conventional views. Firstly, the
idea of sitting with painful feelings
rather than trying to rid oneself of them is in exact contradiction to
the escapist compulsions of contemporary society, yet it is central
to psychotherapeutic approaches as divergent as psychoanalysis,
Rogerian therapy and third-wave CBT, as well as to existential
therapy. Similarly, it’s a frightening prospect to embrace the elements
of oneself that one would prefer to ignore or disown, yet that is
exactly the Jungian idea of integrating one’s shadow. Then there is
the gestalt paradoxical theory of change – one can only become what
one already is, a very Taoist gem of crazy wisdom.
What can seem crazier in a therapy session than Japan’s first
Jungian analyst, Hayao Kawai, sitting as a stone or a patient or
the bodhisattva Kannon? (A bodhisattva is someone who delays
entering nirvana in order to help other beings) And yet Kawai
claimed that his work as a therapist was the better for it.
In recent times Nick Totton has written his debate-raising book
Wild Therapy. Wild there means not only the wild of the environment
and animals outside society but also wild in the sense of freedom,
beyond conventionality, and ultimately being beyond the control
of society’s ruling élites. This wildness is thus seen as a threat,
just as through Chinese history Taoism has been viewed with
suspicion by the authorities, imperial and ‘communist’ alike, while
at the same time (paradoxically) being admired as an important
element in Chinese culture.

CONTINUED
temple of the body, their songs characterised both by their insistence
on simplicity yet also expressing profound philosophical insights.
Among westerners, Giordano Bruno, Goethe, Einstein, Thoreau
and of course Nietzsche strike me as great exemplars of crazy
wisdom, and Leoš Janáček’s animal opera The Cunning Little
Vixen as a beautiful crazy wisdom opera. I am especially struck
by the number of Japanese poets in particular who have exemplified
crazy wisdom, from Ryōkan to the eco-peace activist travelling
on a comet, Nanao Sakaki.
Linked to crazy wisdom is crazy philosophy. In The Tao Is
Silent, mathematical logician Raymond Smullyan has written of
the distinction between sensible philosophy and crazy philosophy,
arguing that sensible philosophy is reasonable but that crazy
philosophy is not only more creative but is actually closer to the
truth. He associates economists, political scientists, psychiatrists
and psychologists more with sensible philosophy, while he
associates chemists, mathematicians, theoretical physicists and
poets with crazy philosophy. It would be interesting to know how
he would view counsellors and psychotherapists!

Crazy wisdom and the therapy room
The relevance of crazy wisdom to psychotherapy depends on what
one sees as the function of therapy. In his book Psychoanalysis
and Religion, Erich Fromm highlighted the question of whether
the task of psychotherapy is ‘social adjustment’, to make clients
conform to social norms, or whether it is ‘cure of the soul’, to aid
them to become free and independent and to develop their potential.
The former sounds closer to the wishes of governments of whatever
political persuasion, seeking to control society, while the latter is
closer to the liberating ideals of crazy wisdom – and to existential
therapy. This stark contrast reminds me of a quotation from Jung:
‘To be normal is the ideal aim of the unsuccessful’; let’s think of the
great advances and achievements in science, the arts, philosophy,
spiritual life – and psychotherapy – made by those who have stood
out, had the courage to be different, stepped outside the box.
Like the founders of religions, philosophies and art movements,
the founders of new approaches in psychotherapy have been
radical and have not necessarily intended to be the centre of a
school or institution. Although schools of psychotherapy have
formed around many of these pioneers, it is also worth bearing
in mind Jung’s adage, ‘Thank God I’m Jung and not a Jungian’.
When it comes to existential-phenomenological therapy, it is less
clear-cut whether one can even single out any particular founder –

No manual of crazy wisdom
We have to bear in mind the danger of what would happen if crazy
wisdom were to be co-opted by those in economic and political
power, and therefore become institutionalised, for ultimately crazy
wisdom institutionalised is no longer crazy wisdom: there can be
no manual of crazy wisdom. Institutionalisation, bureaucracy and
dogma are anathema to crazy wisdom and one may wonder what
impact not only government regulation of the counselling and
psychotherapy profession but also economic and political pressure
might have on the role of crazy wisdom in therapy.
However, I believe that, even if working from within one of
the established models, many therapists can nonetheless be beacons
of crazy wisdom. This is a consequence of the importance attached
to authenticity within the psychotherapy profession. Challenges
lie ahead for crazy wisdom, including crazy wisdom in the
therapeutic encounter, but crazy wisdom has survived for thousands
of years – perhaps even throughout the entire history of the
Universe – and I’m sure it has the tenacity to survive, with its
values of creativity, freedom, naturalness, aliveness, authenticity
and deep contact with reality.
Contact Charles at cgordon_graham@hotmail.com

CUN N IN G L IT TLE V IXEN
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EXISTENTIAL THERAPY WITH
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
T H E E M PTY S E AT, FLOOR, T HE OT HE R CHAIR
BY B RA N CA SA P I R E S

I am an existential therapist in Portugal. I work
with children and adolescents at Fundação
AJU-Jerónino Usera, in Cascais. For quite
awhile now, I have considered sharing a photo
of our client’s empty seat, but this idea ended
up being quite a challenge…
When working with young people, the
client’s seat is not simply one particular chair.
Often the client sits on the floor… and I may
also sit on the floor! I found myself wondering:
should I send in a photo of the floor?
Sometimes the client sits on a different chair, by a table, for

example, to draw. I found myself thinking: Should I send in a
photo of that chair too?
Sometimes, we stand up during a session, and move! Sometimes
we spend some time by the sink, using water! We move away
from the chair, but we are still in therapy!
After much consideration, I have finally surrendered to this reality:
here, working existentially with young clients involves all of this!
Different chairs, different use of space, movement, water, floor,
windows, the mirror - are all a part of my young client’s ‘seat’.
Just as existential therapy is about dealing with life’s givens,
I have decided to accept this reality. I share with you not one, but
4 photos of my young clients’ ‘empty seat’. This is how it is. It
is atypical perhaps, but this is how it is.
Contact Branca Sá Pires at brancasapires@hotmail.com
FYI. The writing on the poster says: ‘The route is easier when
we are not alone.’
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THE EMPTY SEAT

P O E M

BANISHMENT

M ONIA BRIZZ I

BY G R EG O RY WE ST L A K E

An array of tombstones and a few trees greet me at All Saints
Church Thwaite, at 5.48 in the morning.
The place is surrounded in mist and damp underfoot.
The birds have awoken and the mood is eerie.
A couple of doves pass overhead.
A bench is positioned on some paving stones; and there’s a
plaque on the bench, ‘In Loving Memory’.
Inside the church the dusty pews are met by a lectern, an altar
and a gas cylinder, that seems to be heating the place.
There’s a vase of purple tulips on a small alter before
a new window.
A couple of the tulips are wilting.
There’s a book shelf full of books for sale: gardening,
dressmaking etc.
As I walk outside at 6.09 I am filled with melancholy.

Contact Gregory at academic@talktalk.net

EXISTENTIAL THERAPY AND
DASEINSANALYSIS
BY A N T H O N Y STA D L E N
out with whom to practise elenchos, dialectic. And he did not charge
for it, though in his trial he said the state should support him.
By contrast, I offer my psychotherapeutic services only to
those who ask and – usually – who are prepared to pay an agreed
fee. It is a contract between consenting adults. No third parties
or institutions are involved. The other asks, and I consent, but
only if he or she understands roughly what service I am offering.
I am offering to help with a quest in which the other is, at least
implicitly, already engaged. In principle I may refuse. In practice,
over forty-four years I have never done so.
This is radically different from psychiatry, and from much of

On 25 September 2015 at the 9th Forum of
the International Federation of
Daseinsanalysis, Athens, I was asked to
answer in five minutes:
(a) What makes “existential” a therapy? [sic]
(b) What could be the specificities of
Daseinsanalysis? [sic]

This was my response:
The word ‘existential’ has been so corrupted as to be almost
meaningless. So have the words ‘therapy’ and ‘psychotherapy’.
But I use them all, and I will explain what I mean by them.
‘Therapy’ means attending. ‘Psyche’ means soul. ‘Psyche’, or
soul, means, according to Heidegger’s interpretation of Aristotle,
‘the ground and manner of the relation to beings’. ‘Psychotherapy’
means attending to another person’s soul, which means to the
ground and manner of his or her relation to beings.
How does one do this? People have aspired to do as Socrates did,
with his maieutic questioning. But Socrates usually sought people

In practice most so-called ‘existential
therapists’ are as confused as anyone.
They are the willing handmaidens
of compulsory psychiatry and
shining-eyed but dead-minded
devotees of ‘mental health’
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is related to ‘ecstasy’. It indicates that the human being is, in the
Biblical phrase, made in the ‘image’ of the Ineffable, which is
expressed in Hebrew by the Tetragrammaton YHWH, composed
of all the tenses of the verb ‘to be’. Since YHWH (the Name that
must not be spoken) is ineffable, so is the human, the ‘image’ of
the ineffable. No science or system is adequate to the human
being. There can be no mechanics – no statics, kinematics or
dynamics – of man, woman, or child; of ‘psyche’, family, or
society: at most an ‘ec-statics’, a provisional poetry, a metaphor
which it is idolatry to take as the literal reality.
‘Daseinsanalysis’ derives from Heidegger’s attempt to find
words pointing to this ecstatic nature of the human being. The
‘Ereignis’, the mutual calling of Da-sein and Sein for each other,
is very like the relation between the human being and what is
called YHWH in the Bible. ‘Daseinsanalysis’ is a noble aspiration
not to reify or do violence to the human. Whatever their differences
and deficiencies, each of the proponents of ‘Daseinsanalysis’ –
Binswanger, Boss, Holzhey, and others – has understood it as a
‘purification’ of Freud’s practice of psychoanalysis, discarding
his speculative ‘metapsychology’. Those ‘existential therapists’
who think they can avoid the phenomenological insights of
psychoanalysis are only half existential therapists, or less.
It is important to remember that there are also other profound
philosophers of the interhuman: Buber, von Hildebrand, Levinas,...
And if we turn Daseinsanalysis into another totalising system
we are betraying it, reifying it, practising another idolatry.
There can be no last word.
Contact Anthony at stadlen@aol.com

CONTINUED
what is called ‘psychotherapy’. Psychiatry was, and is, a coercive
and at times compulsory practice whereby, typically, agents of
the state called psychiatrists are authorised and required to
incarcerate and forcibly ‘treat’ those whom others have accused
of having a problem because they see them as being a problem.
Much confusion in what is called ‘psychotherapy’ stems from
failure to separate psychotherapy as I have defined it from
psychiatry, which seeks out others on whom to enforce its vision
of ‘mental health’. Even apparently consensual psychotherapy
between adults is pervaded by assumptions from the world of
coercive and compulsory psychiatry.

‘Daseinsanalysis’ is a noble
aspiration not to reify or do
violence to the human
The word ‘existential’ ought to clarify this confusion. In practice
most so-called ‘existential therapists’ are as confused as anyone.
They are the willing handmaidens of compulsory psychiatry and
shining-eyed but dead-minded devotees of ‘mental health’. They
love to call themselves ‘clinicians’.
As I understand the word, ‘existential’ emphasises how a true
psychotherapist responds only to the quest and request of the
other, rather than picking on him to interfere with him. ‘Existential’

AN EXISTENTIAL EXPLORATION
OF THE THREE CASKETS
FROM THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
BY CARO L A N N P ET E RS

‘In sooth I know not why I am so sad’

During a recent performance of The Merchant of Venice, I was
taken by how Shakespeare’s portrayals communicate many different
psychological states; both public and private. As therapists, I feel
that we could use this substantial body of work to enrich our
understanding of human nature. We can learn a lot from Shakespeare
and perhaps even more about the human struggle than from the
scores of psychological theories that we encounter in our work.
It occurred to me that Shakespeare helps us to think in a bigger
and brighter way. Involvement in the language creates fresh
emergent consciousness that takes shape in a phenomenological
way, in that it is felt in the guts rather than the head. These thoughts
and feelings emerge as we respond to Shakespeare’s language;
we become more attuned to ourselves and therefore more attuned
to our clients.

Antonio (I.i.1)
‘By my troth, my little body is weary
of this great world’
Portia (I:ii.1-2)
As a Shakespeare enthusiast I am often struck
by how his plays express the whole spectrum of emotions in the
briefest of time that is the play. In just two or three hours, the
bridging and compression of time, place and character are accepted
without hesitation and the dilemmas and contradictions that we all
may experience are played out.
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between the mother who gives birth, the mother of one’s children
and ultimately the mother earth who takes us to death.
Freud’s psychoanalytic interpretation is certainly thought
provoking. But for now, I would like to consider how the three
caskets scenes illuminate different ways of thinking about the
nature of ‘choice’ from an existential perspective.

The challenge of choosing
The scenes take place in Belmont, a romantic setting outside the
trading city of Venice. Portia, a wealthy Christian heiress from
Belmont is bound by the will of her dead father to set a challenge
for a potential husband. The challenge involves a test of choosing
between the caskets, each one is inscribed on the outside and each
has a message within, but only one (the lead casket) contains her
portrait. The suitor who chooses the lead casket with her portrait
chooses correctly and wins Portia’s hand in marriage. The suitors
are the prince of Morocco, the Prince of Arragon and Portia’s
beloved, Bassanio, who has asked his good friend Antonio to lend
him money so as to finance his attempt, who has himself borrowed
the money from the money lender Jew, Shylock.
The three caskets scene also caught Freud’s attention and he
offered a psychoanalytic interpretation in his essay ‘The Theme
of the Three Caskets’. Freud’s interest is that he himself was
curious about the ‘theme of three’ which is prevalent throughout
the play. He wondered firstly, why he himself preferred his third
and last daughter Anna, and he
was also reminded of King Lear
where Lear’s favourite is the third
d a u g h t e r, C o r d e l i a . F r e u d
surmised that the theme of three
is an archetypal motif found in
many forms of literature such as
in fairy tales like Cinderella
where the third woman, namely,
the more desirable choice, is
hidden away and unobtrusive in
their silent love.
Freud’s essay approaches the
‘choice among three’ in various
ways. Firstly, Freud looks at it in
the context of an ancient astral myth whereby gold, silver and
lead relate to the sun, the moon and the North Star. Freud
conjectured that the Prince of Morocco aligns to the sun by
choosing the golden casket. The Prince of Arragon is associated
with the moon choosing the silver casket and finally, Bassanio,
the North Star chooses the lead casket and wins Portia’s hand.
The Astral myth is relevant here because it reflects on the
particular nature of the chooser towards the chosen object. So
Freud surmised that what is really going on is the choice between
three women. Caskets are symbolic of women and that the correct
choice of lead casket is actually the choice for a ‘mute’ woman.
Portia’s right to choose a husband for herself is ‘curbed by the
will of a dead father’ and as an obedient daughter to her dead
father she becomes a material object and not a desiring subject
(I.ii.20).
Commenting on the scene as a masculine choice between three
women, Freud surmised that the actual prize (the right choice)
becomes a choice for death. Firstly, the leaden woman is more
desirable in that she is silent and submissive, and secondly, here
Freud’s pushes his theories a bit further to conclude that the three
caskets are furthermore guises of three mothers. So the initial
perceived ‘choice of love’ is actually inverted to reveal a choice

Revealing and concealing
In therapy we may ask our clients about their struggle when
making choices. Why are you choosing this and not that, what
appeals to you when you make a choice, and are there implications
in choosing, are just a few of the angles we may explore. In the
three casket scene, each casket reveals and conceals; something
is inscribed on the outside and something is hidden within. Could
the ‘outside’ be a kind of calling card to each suitor and the ‘inside’
emblematic of unknowability?
So the question to be explored here is: how does each casket
‘call’ to each suitor, what value do they place on the caskets when
making their choice, and when they open the casket of their choice,
what do they learn about themselves.
The caskets in gold, silver and lead each elicit a response.
Firstly, the inscription on the gold casket reads, ‘who chooseth
me, shall gain what many
men desire’ (II.vii. 37). Now,
w he n w e think of t he f ir st
c o m p e t i t o r, t h e P r i n c e o f
Morocco, he is a warrior who has
proven himself in battle, but
Portia’s acknowledgement of him
as an outsider, ‘Let all of his
complexion choose me so’, is
clearly reflective of racial
difference. He is portrayed as
having excessive pride rejecting
the lead casket out of hand, ‘a
THERE’ S A CA SKE T CALLING
golden mind stoops not to show
of dross’ (II.vii.65).
So here we see that Morocco equates his own value to that of
gold. In his ‘golden’ mind, the gold casket is a reflection of him
and the inscription is all about ‘gain’. It is as though the gold
casket calls to him because he sees himself in terms of high value.
But rather like Shylock who is regarded as an outsider, he is
portrayed as ‘different’ and therefore cannot be trusted as he is
clearly motivated by profit and false appearances. Not unlike
today, society during this period was based on the exclusion of
the foreigner and inclusion of the familiar ‘akin’ or kind. Venetians
are portrayed as acting with benevolence towards those who are
similar. His choice therefore illuminates for us ideas to do with
who is ‘in’ and who is ‘out’. Because the Prince of Morocco is
clearly seen as the absolute pole of ‘Otherness’ and not knowing
Christian doctrines and codes of behaviour based on ‘charity and
mercy’ he is revealed as being far from wise in judgement. When
he opens the gold casket, the scroll reads, ‘All that glisters is not
gold’ to expose Morocco’s greed and self-delusion (II.vii.65).
Conforming to established stereotypes, the outsider here is
portrayed as unsuccessful so that the ‘rightful kind’, the third
suitor, Bassanio, may in contrast, be seen to be successful.
The second competitor, the Prince of Arragon, is depicted as
having a grotesquely inflated sense of his own self-worth. The
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Advanced Diploma in
Existential Psychotherapy
Regent’s School of Psychotherapy & Psychology
is a centre of excellence, offering a range of
academic and professional training in the fields
of psychotherapy, counselling and counselling
psychology, from introductory to PhD level.
Our two-year part-time Advanced Diploma
provides a solid grounding in existential
psychotherapy by combining academic,
practical and experiential components.
Satisfactory completion of the programme
leads to eligibility for UKCP registration
as an existential psychotherapist.

Find out more:
020 7487 7505
www.regents.ac.uk/existential
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Certainly lead caskets evoke ideas to do with burial and perhaps
there is something about the influence of the dead on the living
when we reflect on how Portia’s father is the author of the three
inscriptions and messages within the caskets. Rather like a
‘presence’ within the texts, the father remains a decisive force in
this scenario. The idea of Authorship therefore springs to mind
as a kind of ‘authority figure’ that continues to exert influence
from beyond the grave. Perhaps we are oblivious to ‘authoritative
figures’ manifesting as historical, social, political and economic
forces and like the inside of the caskets we don’t quite know or
never will understand our choices.
The three caskets scene confronts us with our apprehension
when making choices. Each casket calls out to each suitor, but
unless you know the codes of behaviour you are seen to make the
wrong choice and thus Shakespeare reveals how, in our choices,
we can’t help but maintain paradigms between ‘them and us’. So
Shakespeare’s scenes enable us to see ourselves in each suitor, as
the winner and the loser, and we notice how the loser is ‘different’.
Choice is about inclusion and exclusion, what is taken and
what is rejected. Is it that our choice in ‘taking’ is endowed with
acceptance, social norms and status? And if we choose ‘wrongly’
do we inadvertently contribute to casting ourselves ‘outside’?
Interestingly, Antonio, who opens the play with: ‘In sooth I know
not why I am so sad’ is motivated by generosity towards his dear
friend Bassanio (I.i.1). Various productions enhance a homoerotic
element here by suggesting that Antonio cannot fully express his
passion for Bassanio. So like Portia and the two unsuccessful
suitors his choices are limited. Perhaps Antonio is ‘outside’ in
many respects in that he is not truly liberated and therefore his
choice in helping Bassanio is an expression of passion.
In borrowing money from Shylock to fund his friend’s attempt
and subsequently not being able to pay it back, Antonio’s forfeit
is a pound of flesh. He is willing to suffer for love and thus his
passion is expressed but as we later see, he is saved by Portia
(disguised as the legal expert) in the court scene when she warns
Shylock he must take exactly one pound of flesh. Portia is astute
enough to see the ambiguity of language. The play finishes with
Antonio being saved and taken back into the fold, but Shylock
remains an outsider and finally he is forced to denounce his faith.
‘Difference’ therefore is underscored and Shakespeare illuminates
for us our predisposition towards ‘sameness’ when making choices.
Like all of Shakespeare’s plays nothing is straightforward. Life
is depicted as a web of tensions and paradoxes that highlight the
quandaries we face when we make choices. Like the inscribed
caskets, signs and modes of signification that are all around
influence us when we make a choice. And Shakespeare’s words
are no different, except Shakespeare doesn’t say this is me, or
this is you; but rather, this is all of us.
When seeing or reading Shakespeare’s plays we are presented
with ourselves in various guises; we recognise ourselves and our
inner lives. It strikes me that therapists can gain a lot from
Shakespeare because his writing shifts us away from rigid
conventional ways of thinking towards creative pathways and an
open mind. Certainly from my experience of seeing many of
Shakespeare’s plays performed, I can say that Shakespeare floods
my consciousness in a way that theory often fails to do.
Contact Carol at carolannpeters2002@hotmail.com

CONTINUED
lead casket is rejected outright based on its meagre appearance
and therefore not worthy of risk. Similarly the inscription on the
gold casket: ‘who chooseth me shall gain what many men desire’
is rejected to expose a kind of elitism (II.ix.24). Arragon’s response,
‘I will not choose what many men desire’ reveals a certain distrust
of what is common (II.ix. 31). His remonstration, ‘And rank me
with the barbarous multitude’ is based on snobbery and exclusion
of ‘Otherness’ (II.ix.33). But this ‘barbarous multitude’ that he
cannot tolerate perhaps reflects an inability to see his own
‘barbarity’ and therefore the Other has to be the barbarian.
As he looks at the silver casket it reads, ‘who chooseth me
shall get as much as he deserves’ (II.ix.36). Based on his misguided
self-perception of high status he thinks himself deserving. But
inside he finds, ‘The portrait of a blinking idiot’ and a message
‘Who chooseth me shall have as much as he deserves’ (II.xi.54-6).
The outside inscription and inside message are very similar except
for ‘get/have’. So when he chooses, he looks to ‘get’ but when
he looks inside the silver casket, all he finds is ‘have’ of himself.
When it comes to Bassanio, Portia’s beloved, he is portrayed
as living beyond his means and a bit of a risk taker. Already he
has borrowed money from his friend Antonio to fund the attempt.
Here we find that Bassanio is seen in a better light than his
competitors. He wants to secure a rich heiress for his own gain
but this kind of greed is overlooked to expose hypocrisy; rather
he is seen as a typical ‘prodigal Christian’– inclined to waste,
yes, but with a generosity of spirit.
So what we get is greed, but cloaked in Venetian attitudes and
values; as though Bassanio’s ‘shallow foppery’ is acceptable and
so already he is ‘in’ so to speak. Indeed, when he is about to
choose a casket, a song is offered that appears to provide Bassanio
with crucial clues ‘Tell me where is fancy bred/ Or in the heart
or in the head’ end rhyming with ‘lead’(III.ii.64-5). Here we find
Portia’s independent spirit. Even though she appears ‘dumb’ in
matters to do with choice she exercises it in a subtle way in that
the song provides ‘insider’ clues in favour of her kind. He too
rejects the gold, this time based on gaudiness ‘Hard food for
Midas, I will none of thee’ recognising how appearances can be
deceptive (III.ii.101).
On seeing the inscription on the lead casket ‘Who chooseth
me must give and hazard all he have’, here Bassanio sees that the
inscription is ambiguous and he needs therefore to decode it.
‘Hazard’ involves risk and so the least attractive is the more risky
and more desired, ‘Thy paleness moves me more than eloquence’
and so ‘paleness’ here moves him to choose the Western aesthetic
based on kinship (III.ii.106). He wins Portia’s hand because of a
succession of interactions or clues that are dependent on ‘insider’
signifiers paving the way for him.
It is interesting too that the competition is devised by Portia’s
dead father. Like Hamlet’s dead father, he exercises his will from
beyond the grave. Why is it, for example, that he seems to be pulling
the strings and influencing the outcome? Could it be that the dead
father is the lead casket; choose me, or someone like me?
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MANSPLAINING,
MANINTERRUPTING AND
PREMATURE
SPECULATION IN THERAPY
BY C R I STA L L E H AY E S
Mansplaining is a portmanteau of the words
man and explain. It is when a man explains
ideas to an already well informed woman in a
patronising and condescending way.
Mansplaining as an idea was born from
the essay by Rebecca Solnit, Men Explain
Things to Me. Whilst Solnit doesn’t use the
word mansplain she does describe this very
familiar experience. An example she gives
is when a man explains to her a subject in a ‘very important book’
that had just been published without thinking that she might be
the author of the book. She at first assumes that the man is talking
about another book she wasn’t aware of. Yet, as he continues to
explain her book to her it dawns on her that he is in fact explaining
her own expertise to her despite having just told him she had
written a book on this topic.
Solnit writes that men like to explain things which is fine and
welcomed if the woman in question doesn’t know much about the
idea they are explaining to her.
Solnit explains that it is not fine if
she actually knows quite a bit and
the man just assumes she doesn’t
know. When the latter happens it
feels to Solnit that men see her as
an empty vessel just waiting to be
filled by men’s wisdom. It also feels
to her that this can be a slippery
and dangerous slope into women
being made to feel inferior and
silenced when we have fought so
hard to get our voices heard.
I know how she feels. As a
woman who has fought to have her
voice heard in a world where it
seems to come so easy to men, this
is very frustrating. I love that there
is now a word to describe this
experience.
Forgive me if you are already
familiar with word mansplaining and have read Solnit’s essay and
didn’t need me to explain this to you. I am aware I may have just
mansplained (womansplained?). (If you haven’t read the essay,
please stop what you are doing and read it now. It’s marvellous!)

#mansplain on twitter or google the word and you will get the gist.
I had a delicious moment of enlightenment when I realised that
mansplain is an experience I have had throughout my training in
psychotherapy and being a therapist. Here are some examples.

Mainsplaining or mansplain has really struck a chord with me
and also resonates with many other women and men as evidenced
by the amount it’s being used at the moment in the media, mainly
at the moment in reference to Trump and Hillary Clinton. Look up

The danger is that mansplaining is another way for women to
feel inferior. It can shut women down as it feeds into a sense of
not being worthy enough to be heard. As a therapist I see how
much people just want to be heard and often feel they won’t be

Examples of mansplaining
l A man in our first session explaining to me in a rather patronising
and condescending manner how therapy works. I find myself
feeling rather irritated to be told how therapy works when I already
know thank you very much! (I have had 5 years of training and
UKCP registration). In these situations, I feel my ego bristle and
I have to calm it down, smile and politely explore with curiosity.
I wonder what provokes the male client to want to explain to me
how therapy works. Does he feel inferior and want to make himself
feel the expert? What part do I play in this? Would he do this if
I were a man?
l Being told by a client an experience of going to see her (male)
G P a n d te lli n g h im s h e f e lt
depressed. Her GP interrupted her
(maninterrupted?) and explained
to her what depression is. It didn’t
match her experience. She felt
worse and felt like he had
speculated prematurely what was
going on for her and therefore what
she needed. A strong dose of anti
depressants as it happened.
l Sitting with a supervisor and
describing an experience with a
client to then be interrupted and
then find yourself politely listening
to your supervisor explaining to
you his thoughts on what is going
on when you already have your
own thoughts on what is going on.
l Sitting in lectures at college and
having male tutors explaining the
conditions of being a human being.
l Sitting in CPD events and psychotherapy conferences where
men interrupt women to explain to them an idea that she had just
started to articulate.
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so why even bother? Mansplaining can get in the way of a real
engagement with another person; two equals meeting. Mansplaining
objectifies the other and turns them into this empty vessel that
Solnit so beautifully describes. I worry that this may happen in
the therapeutic encounter.
Since coming across this word I have started to wonder if I do
this with my clients. I have noticed moments where I feel I have
some certainty about what is going on and want to interrupt and
step in and explain to the client what is happening. Yet it ought
to be the client explaining it to me. Why do I feel the need to
bring in my certainty? Do I want to be seen as the expert when
they the expert not me. Yet I am aware of how easy it is to do
this. Is it when I want to bolster my self, when I want to feel
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useful, when my ego gets in the way.
An antidote to mansplaining is to gently remind myself that
it’s not personal and attempt to engage with the other in a genuine
and compassionate way. I am aware also of how problematic this
term is. For instance, of course it isn’t just men that do this to
women. Women do it to men, women do it to women and men do
it to men.
My husband just told me that I mansplained to him the other
day. You may feel I have just mansplained to you. Yet I feel this
is happening in the world of therapy. Perhaps the term for when
it happens in therapy could be theraplaining.
Contact Cristalle at cristallehayestherapy@gmail.com

GREAT MOMENTS
IN PSYCHOTHERAPY
BY MIKE HARDING

LACAN
DISCOVERS
THE SOURCE
OF THE
SIGNIFYING
CHAIN
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METAPHORS AT SEA
BY SIMON WHARNE
I drew this cartoon when reading
work by Paul Ricoeur. He describes
how metaphors are active in
constructing knowledge, with
associated narrative identities. It is
the meanings that are generated,
taken from culture and associated
assumptions, which bring about our
ways of being. Ricoeur refers to
‘dead metaphors,’ expressed in the
sedimentation of our thoughts and
routines, the formal, legislative and
bureaucratic languages which stifle
human creativity. These languages
predate and limit our existence. We
need new and creative metaphors to
open up freedoms.
Metaphors impose a worldview.
While seeing the world through a
metaphor our vision is coloured by
second order connotations imported
by structured associations. At the same time we are seen within the
dimensions of that metaphorical construction and our ways of being
are limited. In the human sciences, metaphorical constructions are
not only models through which things can be explained; they are
active in constructing the objects of our knowledge.
The image of a boat on the sea creates a metaphorical division
between the space inside and outside of the vessel. Then, if
someone in therapy talks about drowning in the overwhelming
chaos of their experiences, we can ask; where does their
psychotherapist sit? Should they empathetically enter into a
person’s world, or should they always ensure that they are contained
and separate? Can they pull the distressed person into the safety
of their own position or can they only look on as that person
searches for a secure place to be, elsewhere?
In my own presentation at this year’s SEA conference, I
discussed the degree to which psychotherapists are bound by
professional accountability and the pressure to deliver ‘evidence
based practice.’ I asked if the person who is adrift outside of those
structures has more freedom to follow their own choices.
On the second day of the conference I attended a workshop
run by Tabitha Draper. She took us through an exercise in which
we each wrote a five-line poem. This was designed to help us
explore our experiences of being inside and outside of groups.
Tabitha provided the first words to these five lines. This is the
poem I wrote:

In the middle I feel… safe in the water, while I can
still touch the firm sand with my feet
Connotations flowed, as this metaphor expanded and opened
my way of experiencing, bringing meaning to the process of
joining and leaving groups. While travelling to the conference I
felt some anxiety, wondering if the ‘interpersonal temperature’
would be warm enough. I then found myself stepping into groups
on the day, adjusting to the flowing conversation, immersing
myself in it and soon, being with others was a comfortable and
warm experience. As my attention was taken up in the discussion,
I no longer noticed my anxiety, my personal concerns or my
potential otherness.
Outside I carry a burden of existential understandings and
insights which are difficult to explain to others. They define me
as different, individual and complex. Inside I feel the weightlessness
of not having to explain myself.
Everyone had some understanding and I experienced a kind
of being within a shared knowledge. As I discussed these
metaphorical constructions, other meanings opened up. What if
I were supported within a group to the degree that I ‘felt out of
my depth?’ What if gentle flowing conversation became more
troubled, with strong emotional currents and overwhelming
conflicts?
Then, when it was time to go, I had to climb out of that suspended
and held experience; clambering back up the slope of making
myself meaningful to people who do not share this area of
understanding. Inside I had been free to take positions on the
periphery, or move to the centre. Outside I am fixed, a representative,
an apologist for the group.
Contact Simon at simonwharne@live.co.uk

Inside the colour… blue is the openness of the sea
Out there the sand… is hidden
The insider wants… to be free from the burden of
holding their weight in their body
Because in the group… one’s being is held by others
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ANOTHER YEAR, ANOTHER AGM
B Y M A RYA G O G A
At this year’s AGM, held at the end of the annual conference,
Pavlos Filippopoulos chaired the meeting for the last time, as he
stepped down earlier this year. Sarah Young also stepped down
as the Hans W Cohn Scholarship administrator, with an impassioned
plea for us not to forget this vital support that we offer students
in order to support their learning, and encourage their ongoing
contribution to the community of existential practitioners.
The following people were officially voted onto the Executive
Committee, having been co-opted at various points over the past
year: Karen Weixel-Dixon will take over Sarah Young’s role as
the Scholarship Administrator, Marya Goga will take on the role
of Secretary, Lucy Solymar is our new CPD Officer, Ben Spray
will take on the joint roles of Webmaster and Membership Secretary.
Paola Pomponi has stepped down as Treasurer after serving the
Society in the role for 5 years, and will now take up the position
of Vice-Chair. Which leads nicely on to the announcement of our
new chair as voted in by SEA members.

N S P C

We are thrilled to announce Natasha Synesiou as the new Chair
of the Society for Existential Analysis. Natasha thanked the
gathered members for their support and spoke about wanting to
establish relationships not just with psychotherapists, but with
other existential thinkers as well. She spoke of her passion for
Merleau-Ponty and her love of the arts. She spoke of her view of
existential phenomenology as a ‘radical’ way of practicing
psychotherapy, echoing the sentiment expressed by Michael
Montgomery in his keynote speech at the conference on Saturday.
Thank you to all who attended. It was clever planning on the
part of the organisers to include the AGM as part of the conference,
as it meant attendance was at a record high, and we were able to
reach more of you than we usually would. Hopefully it also meant
that some of you were able to put faces to names, and I’d like to
personally thank those of you who came to introduce yourselves
to me and other committee members at the cheese and wine part
of the proceedings.
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20TH ANNIVERSARY
CONFERENCE OF
NSPC – HOW WE LIVE
BY C L A I R E A R N O L D - BA K E R

NSPC celebrated its 20th year anniversary with a conference
organized by the Existential Academy at the British Library,
entitled ‘How We Live’.
The keynote speakers were Julian Baggini, a philosopher who
is well-known for applying philosophy in a useful way in everyday
life; and Emmy van Deurzen and Digby Tantam, who are the
directors of NSPC. Both Emmy and Digby have degrees in
philosophy and are passionate about applying philosophical
thinking to psychotherapy. Their talks and the debate that followed
were professionally video-recorded and are available to download
at the Existential Academy website.
In the afternoon sessions participants were able to choose from
an array of interesting workshops, which left everyone aware of
their existential imperative that they had to choose just one – a
difficult choice! The workshops in the first session were:

l
l
l
l
l

Living with philosophy – Julian Baggini
Existential therapy and human development – Martin Adams
Existential Coaching – Sasha van Deurzen-Smith
Philosophy and trauma – Simon Du Plock
Finding your identity – Helen Hayes

The workshops in the second session proved to be no less of a
choice and were:
l Existential Spiritually – Emmy van Deurzen
l What matters to you and I? – Digby Tantam
l Transformation through existential crisis – 			
Claire Arnold-Baker
l Phenomenology and human emotions – John Bennett
l Time and existential therapy – Neil Lamont
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There was a plenary session at the end of the day with feedback
from each workshop leader on their workshop. The day was very
relaxed and there was a great turn out of over 100 people, current
students, graduates, staff and interested others. Some participants
had travelled from overseas, from as far as Israel and Sweden.
It was great to see so many familiar faces and also meet new
people too.
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be a course for them to finish. Emmy and Digby’s links with the
University of Sheffield facilitated the crucial step, supported by
Professor Tim Kendall, of obtaining validation for our first MA
in Existential Counselling and Psychotherapy programme at the
University of Sheffield.
It is amazing to look back now to those difficult days. NSPC
has two doctoral courses, 3 masters courses (two of them totally
online) with more planned, and over 240 students. Its sister
organizations, the Existential Academy, a community interest
organization; Dilemma Consultancy whose low cost clinic provides
placement opportunities for our students; and the Virtual Therapy
Office, which provides online supervision and therapy, have all
been established and are expanding, too. All these companies are
now co-located in brand-new, specially designed premises in West
Hampstead.
It feels a very long journey that NSPC has taken and certainly
not an easy one. There have been some further crises along the
way; but Emmy’s drive and passion have kept the New School
on an even keel and made it what it is today. This conference was
so much more than just a celebration of 20 years; it was an example
of how transformation through existential crisis can happen. I
have learnt so much from
this experience about
resilience and determination
and keeping going when
times get tough and I have
had a good teacher – Emmy
van Deurzen.
Dr. Claire Arnold-Baker is
a graduate of NSPC and
Deputy Course Leader of
the Doctorate in
Counselling Psychology
course. Contact Claire at
CELEBR ATING 20 YE ARS OF NSPC
nspcclaire@gmail.com

History of NSPC
This was not just a celebration of 20 years of existence of the
New School; it was a celebration of triumph over adversity, as it
was through adversity that NSPC was created back in 1996, when
Emmy was dismissed unfairly from her post as Dean of
Psychotherapy at what was then Regent’s College. Emmy and
Digby then founded the New School, but had to weather an attempt
by the administration at Regent’s College to close it down, which
Emmy eventually won in the High Court.
I went with Emmy to help her found the New School, or NSPC
as it is more generally known, and can personally attest to the
enormous stresses that we were under. Emmy was travelling
weekly from Sheffield to Waterloo, where NSPC was first based,
to teach, recruit, and
administer, singlehandedly.
We were grateful to
Walter Liebrecht and the
staff of Schiller
International University for
giving us a home; to Dr.
Freddie Strasser who
provided a pump-priming
loan, and the initial group
of 6 intrepid students who
started the course with no
guarantees that there would

KIERKEGAARD
READING
GROUP

P O E M

UNTITLED

We ar e p lann in g to s tart a
Kierkegaard reading group which
will be meeting once a month
(most likely on a Friday during
the day) in Stoke Newington.
The group will be dedicated to
reading and discussing texts by
Kierkegaard. Please get in touch
with one of us at C.Willig@city.
ac.uk or dev.vaidya@btinternet.
com if you are interested in taking part.

BY J OS E P H I N E
H I N C H L I F F E
I have no sense of time
I am completely alone
I look down at my body
I look around at myself
I am completely free
I have no sense of time

Contact Josephine at
josephinehinchliff@btinternet.com

Carla Willig and Dev Vaidya
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REDCAR NUMBER ONE
BLAST FURNACE
BY D E R E K B E A N
A blast furnace continuously burns; is never
extinguished. And furnaces had fired along the
banks of the Tees for more than a hundred years.

I remembered seeing as a boy the skyline glow
of sulphurous fires; discharge of the alchemical
process over sandcastles on the beach.

The Saturday Gazette carried the word
on decommissioning and imported steel;
jobs going by the board— a way of life ended.

And felt the intimacy of their mourning:
the constant feeders to this beast of Vulcan.
After the final blow-down.

The furnace men spoke tenderly of watching
a living thing die; this giant spewer of flame
and fume: the last batch of coke pushed through.

Contact Derek at info@derekbean.plus.com

THE EMPTY SEAT

P O E M

GIVE ME REST
AS SHADOWS
FALL

GEORGINA DYS ON- HORTON

BY G R EG O RY WE ST L A K E
Crows beckon me, as I approach the exquisite woodland
that is known as Gunton Park.
The place is deserted, save for a ‘Strictly Private’ sign.
Situated in the thick of the forest I see curious architecture,
in the form of a church.
To one side, the graveyard; crosses, and unusual tombstones.
On the horizon, a family of swans stroll in the silence
towards the beyond;
Sinister dead looking trees surround vast expanses of
water that is an ethereal lake.
As the water ripples towards me, I am reminded of
the fragility of life.

Contact Gregory at academic@talktalk.net
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‘RETURNING HOME’
BY M A R L E E N M O O RS, M P H I L
Vivian and I met at the medical hospital where
I work as a spiritual counsellor at the oncology
unit. An oncologist referred her to me when
Vivian was diagnosed with cancer and could
no longer be curatively treated.
Vivian is in her late 50s, a slightly insecure,
sensitive, intuitive and intelligent woman
who has struggled with cancer for years. At
the moment we met, she was also seeing a
medical psychologist who primarily used
CBT as a therapeutic measure.
Vivian struggled with her own mortality: she knew she was
going to die, but was not sure when it would happen. She was living
in limbo, that strange intermediate place of ambivalence where you
don’t know which direction to take, so you don’t take any. You
stand still. Vivian did not know whether to prepare for the process
of dying or to invest in her future with the risk of losing it at an
indeterminate point in time. She was living in ‘extra time.’
After a few months, she decided to invest in her future and
take up a new hobby: photography. Yet, 3 months in, the cancer
had spread again and this time rapidly. At this point in time, the
CBT had ended: her therapist had suggested anti-depressants after

But I need peace. And I long for it. Yet, I feel guilt for admitting
it to myself, and I feel guilt toward my husband and family.’
I asked her to describe her guilt. She said: ‘I feel guilty toward
myself for giving up, guilty toward life for giving up, guilty toward
the medical team and toward my husband and loved ones because
I abandon them.’ Vivian cried but at the same time said it was
such a huge relief to admit this deep truth to herself and to me.
In her experience, people did not want to hear her admission that
she was tired of living, except for her close loved ones. The
medical team advised her an experimental life-prolonging treatment
as a last option, since ‘giving up was not an option.’
When we speak of death-denial, we usually talk about
it in an academic or philosophical manner. As something that
pertains to society in general. It appears that when people are
genuinely ready to let go of life, that it causes suspicion in others,
as if these feelings are unhealthy, pathological and unwelcome.
Perhaps it is an expression of their own death-denial.
Vivien had felt a deep sense of rejection by several people in
her life, even health professionals, because she felt there was no
room to address her longing to return ‘home’.
As a philosophical practitioner with a background in existential
phenomenology, I was lucky enough to get a job as a spiritual
counsellor at a medical hospital. What I learned while working
with cancer patients is how brave and transparent people can be
in facing their own finitude. All the years of reading Becker,
Yalom, Heidegger, Lifton, Terror Management Theory and other
forms of applied existential thought had not prepared me for the
fact that even though we may all be in death-denial, some people
are particularly brave in making autonomous choices at the end
of life, for instance when people have struggled for a long time
with the uncertainty as to whether the illness returns and have a
sense of obligation towards others in seeking treatment.
Vivien had a spiritual longing to be ontologically secure, to
go ‘home’. Sometimes the longing to die is the longing to be at
peace, to return ‘home’ because one no longer feels ‘home-inthe-world’. That feeling should be respected.
Contact Marleen Moors at info@marleenmoors.com

‘I am not afraid of dying. I believe
in a soultransition and an afterlife.
But I need peace. And I long for it. Yet,
I feel guilt for admitting it to myself,
and I feel guilt toward my husband
and family.’
diagnosing her with depression, and felt there were no further
CBT treatment options possible because Vivian was resisting
therapy. To Vivien, her resistance was an expression of not feeling
heard. She was grieving. She was going to die.
During our talks her feelings disclosed themselves as being of
an ontological nature rather than an ontic one: she was seeking
comfort in a deeper or higher reality than the everyday, materialistic
one. She had longed for a sense of warmth, peace and safety her
whole life, despite a wonderful home, a good marriage and close
family ties. She remembers having this longing – and a sense of
not-belonging-in-the-world – since her early childhood.
She admitted to me, carefully, that she longed to ‘return home’.
As she said it her body relaxed and tears streamed down her face.
As a response to my question how this thought made her feel, she
said ‘relieved. And I feel a sense of guilt. On a deep soul level, I
crave to return home, to be at peace. I am tired of treatments. I
am not afraid of dying. I believe in a soultransition and an afterlife.

Editor’s note: If possible, I would like to use this page
for other endings, personal or professional. If you
have any that you would like to share in prose, poetry
or imagery, please send them to me.
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